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Reviewer #2
Global soil moisture products were developed based on different combinations of existing
soil moisture datasets and methods in this study. These products are gap-free, long-term,
and multi-layer. I think the developed soil moisture products will be important given the
lack of global and consistent soil moisture observations. The soil moisture datasets used to
create the products were based on different techniques (e.g., remote sensing, modeling)
and different specifications (e.g., soil depth, time step). Merging them together is a
challenging task.
-The manuscript highlighted that the products are gap-free, long-term and multi-layer,
but it seems the verification didn’t assess these advancements. For example, compare to
the existing datasets, how the products perform when/where gaps exist, and how the
products perform in different layers.
Response: Thank you for the helpful comments and questions.
Among the existing gridded soil moisture datasets, only the satellite datasets had gaps.
These gaps are not the same across satellites or across different time steps for the same
satellite, and therefore were not assessed specifically in the study. The existing modeled
and reanalysis datasets are already gap-free, and some have longer temporal coverage
than the current dataset, but they have larger errors than the merged products, which can
be seen in Figure 2. Therefore, the contribution of this study is more to reduce the errors
of the existing gap-free, long-term, multi-layer datasets, rather than filling gaps.
To more accurately describe the characteristics of existing datasets, we revised the
introduction to read as follows in lines 44−47 (untracked version; tracked version lines
49−51):
“The SM in LSM simulations usually spans multiple soil layers, and has no spatial or
temporal gaps, which is convenient for regional and global analysis (Gu et al., 2019);
however, LSM simulations may contain considerable errors because of inadequacies in the
model physics, parameterization, and drivers (Andresen et al., 2020).”

The performances of the merged products in different layers were already presented. In
Figure 2, Figure 6 (originally Figure 5), and Figure 7 (originally Figure 6), the evaluation
results for 0–10, 10–30, 30–50, and 50–100 cm were presented individually. In Figure 3,
the gridded soil moisture datasets for evaluation also covered different layer depths. The
evaluation against the self-calibrated Palmer Drought Severity Index was also made
separately for 0–10 cm (Figure 5, originally Figure 4; Figure A6) and 0–100 cm (Figures
A7 and A8). To highlight these assessments, we revised the first sentence of the Sect. 4,
lines 527−529 (untracked version; tracked version lines 584−587), as follows:
“Overall, the merged SM products showed better performances than their source datasets
(Sect. 3.1 and 3.2), temporal homogeneity (Sect. 3.3), the ability to capture large-scale
drought events (Sect. 3.4), reasonable spatiotemporal patterns (Sect. 3.5), and
reasonable climatic response characteristics (Sect. 3.6) across the globe and multiple soil
layers.”
-Fig. 3 includes bias, RMSE, and Corr of different statistics (i.e. climatology, seasonal
cycle, trend,…). I am not sure if they can use the same range of color ramp in the same
column to show the situations of different statistics because the statistics are in different
units and magnitudes. It is unclear how seasonality was calculated and how the bias,
RMSE and Corr of seasonality and trends were estimated.
Response: Thank you for pointing this out. We revised Figure 3 to show normalized
values in each column, with the maximum value in each column always being set to
100%. In this way, the relative performances of the merged and source datasets are no
longer obscured by the large differences across the evaluation datasets. We also revised
the text of Sect. 3.2 to highlight this normalization, in lines 389−391 (untracked version;
tracked version lines 403−405):
“To emphasize the differences between the merged and the source datasets, rather than
across the evaluation datasets, Figure 3 displays the evaluation metrics in normalized
units, with the maximum value across the merged and source datasets of each matric set
to 100%.”
To clarify how seasonality was calculated, and how the bias, RMSE, and Corr were
estimated, we added the following explanation to Sect. 2.5, lines 211−224 (untracked
version; tracked version lines 221−234):
“The merged products were evaluated against the validation set of in situ observations
and the gridded SM datasets using three common metrics: mean bias (Bias), root mean
squared error (RMSE), and Pearson correlation coefficient (Corr). For evaluation against
the in situ observations, the metrics were calculated both for the whole validation set and
for each land cover type in consideration of the uneven distribution of ISMN observations
across land cover types (Figure A1). The observational values used in each calculation
were the land-cover–weighted averages (see Sect. 2.2), and the merged values were from
the grids and time steps that have the observational values. For evaluation against the
SMOS L3 gridded dataset, the 0–10 cm layer of the merged products and the source
datasets (ORS, CMIP5, and CMIP6) were used. For evaluation against the other evaluation
datasets, the merged and source datasets were linearly interpolated to depths of the
evaluation datasets. The annual climatology, mean seasonal anomalies (i.e., the
climatology of individual months minus the annual climatology), least-squares linear
trends, and anomalies (i.e., the original values minus the mean seasonal cycle and trends)
were calculated for each common grid cell and over the common time period between
each pair of evaluated and evaluation datasets. Then, for each characteristic (climatology,
seasonal cycle, linear trends, or anomalies), the Bias, RMSE, and Corr were calculated
using the values of the characteristic pooled over all the common grid cells. When
calculating the Bias, RMSE, and Corr for the trends, the insignificant trends at p = 0.1

were set to zero to prevent small random variability from influencing the results.”
-The products were developed by merging the different soil moisture datasets. I wonder if
this would offset the temporal variability and trend of time series. Comparing the temporal
variability and trend of the merged products with individual datasets (e.g., ESA CCI,
ERA5…) like Fig. 5 would be helpful. Fig. 5 currently only shows the time series of the
merged products.
Response: Thank you for pointing out this possibility. We now performed a check on
temporal variability by comparing the power spectral densities of the merged products
with the ranges of power spectral densities of the source datasets at regional levels. The
results are shown in Figures 6 and A10 (originally Figure 5). The associated text in Sect.
3.5 (originally Sect. 3.4) is also revised (lines 459−470 in the untracked version; lines
491−512 in the tracked version). The power spectral densities of the ORS-based merged
products generally fall within the envelopes of the source datasets. The same was true for
the CMIP5- and CMIP6-based merged products, except at the 50–100 cm depth. These
results demonstrated that the ORS-based products were better than the CMIP5- and
CMIP6-based merged products, and had reasonable temporal variability.
We also performed a check on the trends of the merged products by comparing them
against the ranges of trends of the source datasets. The results are shown in Figure A13,
and the description is provided in lines 471−476 (untracked version; tracked version lines
513−518). The merged products had slightly larger ranges of trends than the source
datasets, but were centered around approximately the same value in each region, and
closely followed the source datasets in terms of the region-to-region variations in the
trends. These results demonstrated that the merged products had reasonable trends.
-Abstract, provide a brief explanation of the better performance of the hybrid products
without Earth System Models (ESMs) than those with ESM.
Response: Thank you for this suggestion. We revised the abstract and the relevant
sentences now read as follows, lines 19−30 (untracked version; tracked version lines
19−33):
“……The merged products outperformed their source datasets when evaluated with in situ
observations (mean bias from −0.044 to 0.033 m3/m3, root mean squared errors from
0.076 to 0.104 m3/m3, Pearson correlations from 0.35 to 0.67) and multiple gridded
datasets that did not enter merging because of insufficient spatial, temporal, or soil layer
coverage. Three of the new SM products, which were produced by applying any of the
three merging methods onto the source datasets excluding the ESMs, had lower bias and
root mean square errors and higher correlations than the ESM-dependent merged
products. The ESM-independent products also showed a better ability to capture historical
large-scale drought events than the ESM-dependent products. The merged products
generally showed reasonable temporal homogeneity and physically plausible global
sensitivities to observed meteorological factors, except that the ESM-dependent products
underestimated the low-frequency temporal variability in SM, and over-estimated the highfrequency variability for the 50–100 cm depth. Based on these evaluation results, the
three ESM-independent products were finally recommended for future applications
because of their better performances than the ESM-dependent ones……”
-P2 L40, elaborate “its spatial gaps remain unresolved”.
Response: Thank you for the comment. We revised the wording to clarify the meaning,
lines 42−44 (untracked version; tracked version lines 46−47):
“Although a long-term (1979–present) concatenated SM dataset was developed by

merging data from multiple satellites, the merged product did not fill the spatial gaps that
existed in the source satellite datasets (Dorigo et al., 2012; EODC, 2021).”
-P2 L51-52, explain why Global Climate Models (GCMs) were not considered in the study
and the differences in GCMs and ESMs.
Response: Thank you for the comment. In our understanding, ESM is a newer and
broader term that includes models that consider biogeochemical feedbacks, human
dimensions, and likely in the near future the deep earth processes, whereas GCM is an
older term that refers to models that focuses on atmospheric-ocean processes. The stateof-the-art models participating in CMIP5 and CMIP6 are generally ESMs. Therefore, we
decided to keep using ESMs in the paper.
-P3 L66, explain why the merged products would likely perform better.
Response: Thank you for the suggestion. We revised the sentence to read as follows,
lines 69−72 (untracked version; tracked version lines 74−76):
“Because of the incorporation of various quality-controlled observations in the merging
process, the merged products would likely perform better than the SM in the original LSMs
or ESMs while being gap-free in space and having long temporal and multi–soil-layer
coverage.”
-P3 L71, why in situ observations are not included in the unweighted averaging?
Response: Thank you for the question. We added a reference in line 75−76 (untracked
version; tracked version 79−80; original L71) to Sect. 2.1:
“Unweighted averaging assigns equal weight to all the source datasets and does not use in
situ information (see Sect. 2.1 for explanation for the exclusion).”
We also provided the full explanation in Sect. 2.1, lines 94−99 (untracked version;
tracked version 99−104):
“The unweighted averaging did not use any in situ observations, because the in situ
observations were sparse (~1,400 stations compared with ~60,000 grids in a 0.5° gapfree dataset over the global land surface; Sect. 2.2). In unweighted averaging, the in situ
observations can only influence the merged values in the time steps and grids that
coincided with the observations. Therefore, the inclusion of in situ observations would
have little influence on the results of unweighted averaging. Also, to validate a merged
time step and grid, an un-merged observation must be available at the same time step
and grid, which would be difficult to achieve in data-sparse situations.”
-P3 L78, it is unclear what are the variables that have/have no observations in ESMs
Response: Thank you for the question. It was a grammatical error. The sentence is now
revised to read as follows, lines 81−84 (untracked version; tracked version 85−88):
“This method first uses data from multiple ESMs to establish physically meaningful and
statistically significant relationship between the constraint variables that have
observations and a target variable that has no observations, and then uses the
relationship and actual observations to derive a constrained target variable (Mystakidis et
al., 2016; Padrón et al., 2019).”
-P3 L90-93, this sentence is unclear. Please rephrase it. Observations of soil
moisture/meteorological variables were used in some cases, but not in another. It is

confusing in what cases observations were used. This is not presented in Fig. 1.
Response: Thank you for the comment. We revised Sect. 2.1 in response to this
comment as well as the comment above on P3 L71. Sect. 2.1 now explains what
observations were used with which method, lines 94−102 (untracked version; tracked
version 99−109):
“The unweighted averaging did not use any in situ observations, because … to achieve in
data-sparse situations. The OLC method used in situ observations to constrain the ORS
datasets. The EC method (Mystakidis et al., 2016) was applied over the ORS, CMIP5,
CMIP6, the combination of CMIP5 and CMIP6 (CMIP5+6), and the combination of ORS,
CMIP5, and CMIP6 (ALL) datasets (Eyring et al., 2016; Taylor et al., 2012), and used
gridded global meteorological observations as constraints.”
-P4 L95-100, explain why ORS datasets were divided into different time ranges, and what
“concatenation” means.
Response: Thank you for the comment. We added explanations, including a reference to
Sect. 2.9, where the concatenation procedure was described, to Sect. 2.1, lines 106−111
(untracked version; tracked version lines 113−120):
“For the OLC method, the ORS datasets were grouped based on three time ranges
(1970–2010, 1981–2010, and 1981–2016) that were selected to maximize the available
ORS datasets in each time range. For each time range, the ORS datasets that fully cover
the time range were merged with the OLC method; if an ORS dataset fully covers two or
three time ranges, it was used in all the covered time ranges (see the “used time period”
in Tables A1–A3). Then, the merged results for all three time ranges were concatenated
into a consistent dataset covering the whole target period following a previous method for
concatenating the remote-sensing SM (Dorigo et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2011, 2012) (Sect.
2.9).”
-P5 L123, “the number of observations that falls into each land cover type is displayed in
Figure S2”. Fig. S2 only shows land cover type.
Response: Thank you for the comment. The reference to Figure A2 was a mistake. The
sentence has been revised to read as follows, in lines 136−137 (untracked version;
tracked version 144−145):
“Figure A1 shows the aggregated ISMN observations at the 0.5° grid scale and the
number of observations that falls into each land cover type.”
-Table S1 and others, why did a dataset have different used time periods?
Response: Thank you for the question. We added clarification for Tables A1–A3 in the
response to the above comment on P4 L95–100 as follows:
“if an ORS dataset fully covers two or three time ranges, it was used in all the covered
time ranges (see the “used time period” in Tables A1–A3)”
-Section 3.3, it is interesting to compare SM anomalies with drought events. However, it
seems the comparison is based on years instead of events. Furthermore, it is unclear how
the drought events were selected and why only the two regions were considered.
Response: Thank you for the comment. The reason why the two drought events were
selected from many prominent cases is now clarified in Sect. 2.6, lines 233−236
(untracked version; tracked version 242−245):

“The selected historical drought events were the United States drought of 1985–1992 and
the Australian millennium drought of 2002–2009 because of their macro-regional spatial
scale and high severity; many other drought events would also fit these criteria (Spinoni
et al., 2019), but conducting a comprehensive assessment on drought events is beyond
the scope of this study.”
The figure shows years because the comparison was made on the spatial pattern in each
year during these two multi-year events to show the progression and cessation of
drought. We added a clarification in Sect. 2.6, lines 236−237 (untracked version; tracked
version 245−246):
“A Self-Calibrated Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI) dataset (Dai et al., 2004) was
used as the benchmark, and the spatial patterns of SM anomalies and scPDSI were
compared year-by-year during these two drought events.”
We also modified the description in Sect. 3.4 (originally Sect. 3.3) to clarify the meaning
of the graphs, lines 234−241 (untracked version; tracked version 462−470):
“Lower values in scPDSI and SM anomalies are indicative of drier conditions, and higher
values indicate wetter conditions. For the United States 1985–1992 drought, the scPDSI,
0−10 cm SM anomalies, and 0−100 cm SM anomalies all showed gradual expansion of
drought from 1985 to 1988, and gradual alleviation from 1989 to 1992, with the most
severe drought being reached in the northern Great Plains in 1988 (Figures 4 and A7). For
the Australia 2002–2009 drought, the ORS-based 0−10 and 0−100 cm SM anomalies
captured the pan-Australian drought shown by the scPDSI in 2002−2003, 2005, and
2007−2009, and the eastern-Australian drought in 2004 and 2006 (Figures A6 and A8).
The CMIP5- and CMIP6-based SM anomalies also mostly captured the Australian drought
patterns but did not capture the pan-Australian drought in 2007 and 2008 (Figures A6 and
A8).”
-Fig. 6, what is the y axis? The meanings of some lines are provided, e.g., dashed orange
line.
Response: Thank you for the comment. The y-axis was the density value in a probability
distribution, and the meaning of lines was meant to be a combination of the legends for
line styles and colors (i.e., dashed orange line means DJF tas). But, we decided to replace
Figure 7 (originally Figure 6) with a plot that shows the dominant control of the interannual variability in soil moisture, in consideration of Reviewer #1’s comment about the
lack of depth in the related discussion. The new figure more effectively summarizes the
partial correlations shown in Figures A18–A20 (originally Figures A14–A16). The text of
Sect. 3.6 (originally Sect. 3.5) was revised accordingly. The seasonal variations in partial
correlations are not shown anymore because they would result in too many graphs and
are not of any particular importance to the evaluation.
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